
Please share a summary highlighting your biggest, most memorable 
deals that you were involved in/completed in 2020 and how those 
deals came to fruition in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic.

Pembrooke on the Green Apartments: Represented seller, 
Oak Coast Properties, in the sale to buyer, Bridge Investment 
Group. The sale of this 959-unit multifamily asset was the 
largest single multifamily transaction in Colorado in terms of 
units in 2020.  It required a loan assumption during the onset 
of COVID-19.

Marquis at the Parkway: Represented sellers, CWS Capital 
Partners and Consolidated Investment Group (CIG) in the sale 
to buyers, a joint venture between Urban American and Madison 
International Realty. The high-profile, 460-unit multifamily 
asset on Speer Boulevard in downtown Denver launched to the 
market in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic. We were able 
to secure a buyer with just three showings, despite pandemic-
related travel limitations and stay-at-home order impacts. 
Newmark assisted the buyer in obtaining equity to close.

Avanti Portfolio: Representing Avanti Residential in the 
recapitalization of 3,700-unit, 18-property portfolio in Denver, 
Colorado Springs and Phoenix. In 2020, three properties closed 
with two different joint venture partners. The recapitalization 
transactions will continue to close in waves through 2021.

Aragon Portfolio: Seller, Aragon Holdings, LLC; Buyer: Harbor 
Group International (HGI). Eight multifamily assets in Colorado 
that were part of a national $1.85 billion portfolio.  There was a 
narrow group of buyers that could effectively execute this sale, 
which ultimately went to HGI. 

The Marks: Represented the undisclosed seller in the sale to an 
undisclosed buyer. This was the largest apartment transaction 
by dollar amount in Colorado in 2020.

Describe the overall performance/state of your submarket for 2020.

The biggest surprise was how resilient the multifamily market 
was throughout the pandemic. At the onset of COVID-19, it 
was predicted that delinquencies and non-payments would be 
between 20% to 50%.  However, the majority of the market 
collected over 95% of rent despite an eviction moratorium. A 
combination of government relief and tenants and landlords 
honoring their obligations kept the market going.

Demand for multifamily as a sector, particularly in Colorado 
in 2020, was incredibly high. This demand was fueled by 
low interest rates and the product type being seen as stable 
compared to other CRE investment options. Additionally, the 
state has benefitted from investors’ flight to growth markets 
with lower taxes and less regulation over gateway markets as 
well as the lifestyle Colorado provides.

What are your predictions for your submarket for 2021?

In 2021, the multifamily sector will continue to experience 
strong investor demand and record pricing. Rent levels 
will start to increase as we see continued demand begin to 
outpace supply.

What is going to be the biggest commercial real estate story for the 
Denver area in 2021?

The biggest CRE story for Denver in 2021 will be the return of 
the urban market. After a year of impacts from COVID-19 on 
activity in the downtown market, the pent-up demand to be 
out and social will contribute to the return of the urban core as 
well as continuing company relocations to Denver.  
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How did 2020 challenge or change you – personally/professionally?

Personally, the uncertainty of 2020 made me realize the value 
of focusing on and living in the moment and taking things 
one day at a time. Professionally, I acted as a true advisor 
to my clients, helping each of them work through their own 
individual, unique situations and focus on the long term with 
their assets. 

What’s one thing you learned about yourself in 2020 that you 
didn’t previously know?

By working around my family all day, I have been told that, 
apparently, I am a loud talker.

Tell us about something you did in 2020 that you may not have 
done in a “normal year.”

I upped my game on my barista, cooking and bartending skills.

Looking back, what would you pick as your 2020 theme song?

Don’t Stop Believing - Journey

What’s your least favorite term or phrase from 2020? 

“Green Shoots” has been overplayed
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